We contribute to the UN 17 Sustainable Developments Goals
by building and strengthening the impact ecosystem.
Your Social Impact Partner
in Central & Eastern Europe

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

OUR IMPACT

Giving in Central & Eastern
Europe is transformed from
reactive and dispersed to
strategic and systemic

To facilitate and accelerate
more informed, intentional
and impactful giving in
Central & Eastern Europe

Social issues are effectively
financed and tackled. Capital
flows towards social issues
are increased

WE ACTIVELY WORK TO
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Increase awareness
and build a culture
of giving

Create a supportive
and easy-to-navigate
ecosystem

Identify and scale
the most impactful
solutions

Encourage
and coordinate
collective action

WHY PARTNER WITH US?

Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Rep.
Estonia
Hungary
Latvia
Lithuania
Poland
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia

Because, as your Social Impact Partner in
11 countries of Central & Eastern Europe,
we make your giving mean even more

Regional implementation of the UN 17
Sustainable Development Goals
Access to and understanding of local
context, actors and solutions
Application of the world’s best practices
and knowledge

OUR IMPACT TODAY AND IN 2-3 YEARS
2020-2021
With our own
resources

BY 2025
With your
support

We provided reliable
data on social
challenges in
4 CEE countries
to decision-makers
from 48 countries

We mapped,
networked and
identified barriers and
potential incentives for
philanthropic giving in
1 country, Poland

We established
partnerships with
nonprofits, academia
and start-ups that
create impactful
solutions

We created
3 coalitions in Poland
– for corporate
philanthropy, employee
volunteering and public
procurement
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RAISE
AWARENESS

BUILD
ECOSYSTEM

SCALE
SOLUTIONS

ENCOURAGE
COLLECTIVE
ACTION

We promise
to collect data for
11 countries of the
region and provide it to
the regional and global
community

We promise to map,
network and identify
barriers to greater
social engagement
in 11 countries of
the region

We promise to launch
an online marketplace
for CEE social impact
innovations that
really make
a difference

We promise to initiate
collective action in
11 countries of the region
to increase efficiency and
funding of social
issues

Together, we can take full advantage of the enormous potential of Central and Eastern Europe,
offering solutions that will respond not only to the needs of our region, but also to global challenges.

We are a member of global networks:

C O N TA C T U S
CEEimpact.org

